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Abstract: A central concern regarding artificial intelligence (AI) is its potential to replace jobs and exacerbate economic inequality. However, recent research argues that AI may provide a path to decrease inequality through a Turing Transformation process: AI simplifies work, reduces barriers to job entry, and consequently widens job opportunities for more workers. In this paper, we empirically test the Turing Transformation theory by examining AI's deskilling and job opportunity effects. We develop a novel occupational AI exposure index using a sentence transformer model to compare the semantic similarity between the occupation descriptions (what people do) and AI patents (what AI technologies do). We find that, on average, occupations with higher AI exposure experience a decrease in the importance for a wide range of work activities, along with an increase in job postings and employment. This provides the first empirical evidence for the existence of the Turing Transformation process. However, the beneficial job opportunity expansion effects are absent for low skill occupations. For high skill occupations, as their AI exposure increases, we observe large increases in job postings but little changes in actual employment, suggesting a talent gap for high-skilled workers due to AI.
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